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Local Benefit Party for Gaza Getting Great Results 
 
Ann Arbor, MI February 12, 2009 – Even in a struggling Michigan economy, a local 
Benefit Party is getting remarkable results.  PWAP for Gaza on February 21st is a 
party with the purpose to raise funds that will go directly to meet the needs of the 
suffering innocents in Gaza. 
 
“We already have over 40 local young professionals registered for the event,” says 
Josephine Nicholas, who puts together all PWAP events with her siblings Gibran, 
Jaad and Jihan. 
 
PWAP events feature various activities including music, dancing, jam sessions, 
talent shows, table tennis / ping pong, bumper pool, board games, card games and 
more.  
 
 “We continue to hear the same thing from the young professionals registering for 
the event – ‘a $20 entrance fee to help out with humanitarian needs is a great deal, 
even if we are struggling here in MI,’” says Josephine.  
 
 “It’s about using the ‘fun’ time we have and doing something to help the suffering 
people in Gaza. We all go about our ‘normal’ day wishing we could do something – 
anything – this is a tangible way we can help,” says Maya Alhajj, from Columbus, 
OH, a leader with PWAP. 
 
“The media has even picked up on the momentum, with some of the local stations 
and publications saying they may send representatives to cover the event,” says 
Nicholas. 
 
The event is on Saturday, February 21st and begins at 6pm; Hors D’oeuvres, 
delightful Lebanese cuisine, and dessert will be served throughout the evening.  
The party is hosted at the Ann Arbor residence of the Nicholas Family. 
 
The entrance fee is just $20 and is payable at the door. All the proceeds from this 
event will be donated to Global Hope Network International (GHNI), www.ghni.org. 
GHNI is a humanitarian aid organization helping victims caught in this crisis 
regardless of ethnicity or religion. Contributions will help provide boxes of hope, 
packed with food and emergency supplies. 
  
Contact Josephine Nicholas at 734.385.6170 for more information on the event or 
to arrange for interviews.  
 

mailto:pwap2009@hotmail.com
http://www.ghni.org/


About PWAP: PWAP is the brainchild of Nicholas siblings, Josephine, Jaad, 
Jihan, and Gibran. PWAP events feature various activities including music, 
dancing (American and Arabic), jam sessions, talent shows, table tennis / ping 
pong, bumper pool, board games, card games and more. Join us, enjoy the 
activities, broaden your social network, and participate in the charity offerings 
some of our events highlight. These aren’t just any parties…each is a Party with a 
Purpose! 
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